
SCRIBE REPORT RUN 1753

Saturday 07 September, 2019

Hares: Jungle Balls, Clitmas Pussy, Piss Drinker (VH)
& Incredibly Fat Bastard (VH)

phuket-hhh.com

Well, it looks like we're loosing another beautiful, shady laager site to development as 
we circled up within piles of cut logs and brush.  Sadly this means a longer run to reach 
the hills next time here.

Thanks goes to our stand-in registrar Su Su Nona helping Fussy Pussy while Invisible 
Man is away this month.  Never be shy to step forward, it's our volunteers that make 
PH3 work.  Speaking of which lets also thank Justin Beaver and Beaver for handling our
Impedimenta sales complete with a shaded sales display, and to No Moral Compass for 
this weeks Horn.  Well done all.

With the choice of using some bad-ass hills our hares were able to keep us at the lower 
elevations for the most part, giving us a nice run through the rubber plantations and a 
Buddhist retreat before a workable climb up for a view of Chalong Bay before 
descending back to the laager.

Hash Horn was given pink paper for breaking checks in the jungle and pink chalk for 
doing the same when on concrete.  On his own he added some red when he took a spill 
while blowing the horn, peeling off the skin from both knees.  Ouch!!

http://phuket-hhh.com/


Respect for the GM – NOT

 

As Wilma was announcing 
the success of his DFZ (Dog 
Free Zone) policy for our 
laager in charged one of the 
mutts taking position on the 
ice, once the kids had 
finished trashing it that is.

At least Wilma was able to 
get the parents to help wipe 
clean the ice with their bare 
butts.

SADG called in Bum Scraper after he witnessed her dog jump from her truck upon 
arrival then swiftly run into the laager to take a shit.  We know the dogs will never learn,
but where should our expectations stand for their owners?  At least there was a bit of pay
back when Bum Scraper was later called in to receive her 777 Run Shirt and her dog just
couldn't keep his nose out of her butt.

Other run offenses included Mr Fister getting in Billy No Mates and Billy's Only Mate 
(and Butt Plug as a witness) when during the run he overheard BNM claim he was going
down on BM's ass.  This delighted everyone in the circle, save Billy's Mate that is!

Our several Virgins were properly iced when it was noticed one had new shoes.  When 
invited to remove them the sorry lad sat on the ice on his own.  Not the brightest bulb in 
the chain, but he did well draining a shoe-full of beer.

Announcements made included Creature saying the Iron Pussy girls were headed east 
for a 3-day AGPU event for which she received our departer's tune, FOYCs with a clear 
ending of ...And don't come back!

With Returners welcomed and Departers sent on their merry way GM called in the 
Hares for the decision of the circle, which was solidly in favor of calling Good Run.  
Thus, Murkury retains the seat of dishonor as Hash Shit holder.

Circle closed.
ON ON
Fungus


